Boris Karloff’s 1932 portrayal of Im-Hotep in The Mummy remains one of all-time great performances of
classic horror film despite being on screen and in character for only a minute or so. Every fan of classic horror
remembers the plodding, dusty, sand-caked creature that walked out of his sarcophagus, took the Scroll of
Life, and disappeared.

After seeing how professional modeler John Allred brought life to another
Karloff Mummy bust, Black Heart asked him to breath some life into ours,
a 1:1 scale Mummy wall-hanger sculpted by Mike Falcigno.
Thanks, John, for making Black Heart look so good.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A few months ago, I painted a rare 1:1 scale bust sculpted by Dan
Thompson under the guidance of the late, great Henry Alvarez and
Alvarez Wax Productions. George Stephenson of Black Heart Models
liked the look and asked me to put together a simple painting article on
the process using their Mummy wall hanging bust.

Alvarez Wax’s Mummy bust also available thru Black Heart

Sculptor Mike Falcigno

Black Heart’s bust was sculpted by Mike Falcigno. Mike
had originally sculpted the Mummy head for a private
commission. Black Heart asked him to expand upon the
head and create a wall hanging bust. Mike did a nice job
in integrating the body and hand onto the existing sculpt.
Danny Soracco and Dimensional Designs gave Black Heart
permission to use their Mummy ring, a screen-accurate
replica, as the master pattern for the ring on the Mummy
wall-hanger’s hand. When I received the bust, I was
impressed with the lack of clean-up needed as Black
Heart’s castings was near flawless.
The first thing I did was to primer the bust with DupliColor Primer White. I wanted to keep my color palette
minimal and neutral. As Im-Hotep has been dead for 3700
years, I think he has probably seen better days.
I used 3 colors (all Liquitex Acrylics) on the basic skin
tones and only added one more color for the wrappings.

All the colors were blended into a thin wash and brushed over the skin. Wherever I wanted less color, I wiped away the
still wet paint with a paper towel. If I wanted a bit darker wash I would add more black to the mix and apply it to the
shadow areas around the nose, cheeks and jaw.
A second wash is then applied with a smaller brush; this wash is also darker as I
have added some more black to the mix. I deepen the shadow areas and try and
add depth to the look of the bust.
The next step is to add a tiny bit of color around
the eyes, nostrils and ear lobes. I mix a combination of purple and red pastels together and
brush them in. This was given a very light mist
of Dullcoat to seal them. One thing we want to
avoid is any sheen to his skin as it is dry as
bone. At this point I mixed the three colors
together in the airbrush and lightly misted the
inner eyebrow and around the nose just to take
down the contrast a bit further. When that was
complete I painted the open eye. Again I went
with a very neutral color scheme.

As I noted, I only added one color to the wrappings, Turner Yellow. This
gives the cloth a worn, dirty look and separates it just enough from the skin
tone. Now here I just played a lot with shadows and light pushing some
fabric back and high-lighting other areas. When I was happy with the
overall look I did a small bit of dry brush with Parchment white along the
edges of the fabric and then washed it down a bit so it didn't stand out too
much.

Although I painted everything else to look
old and worn, I wanted the ring to stand
out. So, I painted it with Testor’s Enamel
Gold and then some Liquitex Iridescent
Blue over the scarab beetle wings. Below is
a different version of the ring that I painted
for a client. For the client’s Mummy, I went
with black for the beetle’s wings.

That work on the ring, coupled with the glossed open eye, really makes the bust "pop".
And that's it; very basic and 99% hand painted. Sometimes a very simple paint scheme can be more effective than an
elaborate pallet.
JA
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